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Release It! 2018-01-08

a single dramatic software failure can cost a company millions of dollars but can be avoided with
simple changes to design and architecture this new edition of the best selling industry standard shows
you how to create systems that run longer with fewer failures and recover better when bad things
happen new coverage includes devops microservices and cloud native architecture stability
antipatterns have grown to include systemic problems in large scale systems this is a must have
pragmatic guide to engineering for production systems if you re a software developer and you don t
want to get alerts every night for the rest of your life help is here with a combination of case studies
about huge losses lost revenue lost reputation lost time lost opportunity and practical down to
earth advice that was all gained through painful experience this book helps you avoid the pitfalls
that cost companies millions of dollars in downtime and reputation eighty percent of project life
cycle cost is in production yet few books address this topic this updated edition deals with the
production of today s systems larger more complex and heavily virtualized and includes information
on chaos engineering the discipline of applying randomness and deliberate stress to reveal systematic
problems build systems that survive the real world avoid downtime implement zero downtime upgrades
and continuous delivery and make cloud native applications resilient examine ways to architect design
and build software particularly distributed systems that stands up to the typhoon winds of a flash
mob a slashdotting or a link on reddit take a hard look at software that failed the test and find
ways to make sure your software survives to skip the pain and get the experience get this book
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Kubernetes for Developers 2018-04-06

a developer s field guide to designing scalable services using kubernetes key features develop and run
your software using containers within a kubernetes environment get hands on experience of using
kubernetes with devops concepts such as continuous integration benchmark testing monitoring and so
on pragmatic example based approach showing how to use kubernetes in the development process book
description kubernetes is documented and typically approached from the perspective of someone running
software that has already been built kubernetes may also be used to enhance the development process
enabling more consistent testing and analysis of code to help developers verify not only its
correctness but also its efficiency this book introduces key kubernetes concepts coupled with
examples of how to deploy and use them with a bit of node js and python example code so that you
can quickly replicate and use that knowledge you will begin by setting up kubernetes to help you
develop and package your code we walk you through the setup and installation process before
working with kubernetes in the development environment we then delve into concepts such as
automating your build process autonomic computing debugging and integration testing this book
covers all the concepts required for a developer to work with kubernetes by the end of this book you
will be in a position to use kubernetes in development ecosystems what you will learn build your
software into containers deploy and debug software running in containers within kubernetes declare
and add configuration through kubernetes define how your application fits together using internal and
external services add feedback to your code to help kubernetes manage your services monitor and
measure your services through integration testing and in production deployments who this book is for
if you are a full stack or back end software developers interested curious or being asked to test as
well as run the code you re creating you can leverage kubernetes to make that process simpler and
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consistent regardless of where you deploy if you re looking for developer focused examples in nodejs
and python for how to build test deploy and run your code with kubernetes this is perfect for you

Deployment Fundamentals, Vol. 6 2016-01-01

if your job is deploying windows 10 this book is for you in this book you will find practical guidance
based on our many years of real world experience deploying windows around the world deployment
fundamentals volume 6 provides you with detailed step by step instructions as well as decision
making guidance and explanations that provide answers on the whys and hows around windows 10 os
deployment using microsoft deployment toolkit mdt 2013 update 2 the book also include many real
word notes and troubleshooting tips and tricks to get you going as quickly possible the book sample
scripts contains a fully automated build of the entire environment the hydration kit that includes a
fully configured active directory environment including dns dhcp wsus pxe dfs r replication sql
express and more with this book you will learn how to install and configure mdt 2013 update 2 for
production deployments build the supporting infrastructure use the script repository included with
this book in your own environment create production ready reference images for windows 10 build a
real world deployment solution for windows 10 add and deploy applications perform real world
driver management apply advanced configurations for customsettings ini and deployment automation
extend mdt using application wrappers userexit scripts and powershell prestage deployment settings
using the mdt databases perform advanced configuration using web services deploy office 2016
including the click to run office 365 version
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Deployment with Docker 2017-11-22

a practical guide to rapidly and efficiently mastering docker containers along with tips and tricks
learned in the field about this book use docker containers horizontal node scaling modern
orchestration tools docker swarm kubernetes and mesos and continuous integration continuous
delivery to manage your infrastructure increase service density by turning often idle machines into
hosts for numerous docker services learn what it takes to build a true container infrastructure that
is scalable reliable and resilient in the face of increased complexities from using container
infrastructures find out how to identify debug and mitigate most real world undocumented issues
when deploying your own docker infrastructure learn tips and tricks of the trade from existing docker
infrastructures running in production environments who this book is for this book is aimed at system
administrators developers devops engineers and software engineers who want to get concrete hands
on experience deploying multi tier web applications and containerized microservices using docker this
book is also for anyone who has worked on deploying services in some fashion and wants to take their
small scale setups to the next level or simply to learn more about the process what you will learn
set up a working development environment and create a simple web service to demonstrate the basics
learn how to make your service more usable by adding a database and an app server to process logic
add resilience to your services by learning how to horizontally scale with a few containers on a
single node master layering isolation and messaging to simplify and harden the connectivity between
containers learn about numerous issues encountered at scale and their workarounds from the kernel
up to code versioning automate the most important parts of your infrastructure with continuous
integration in detail deploying docker into production is considered to be one of the major pain points in
developing large scale infrastructures and the documentation available online leaves a lot to be
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desired with this book you will learn everything you wanted to know to effectively scale your
deployments globally and build a resilient scalable and containerized cloud platform for your own
use the book starts by introducing you to the containerization ecosystem with some concrete and
easy to digest examples after that you will delve into examples of launching multiple instances of
the same container from there you will cover orchestration multi node setups volumes and almost
every relevant component of this new approach to deploying services using intertwined approaches the
book will cover battle tested tooling or issues likely to be encountered in real world scenarios in
detail you will also learn about the other supporting components required for a true paas
deployment and discover common options to tie the whole infrastructure together at the end of the
book you learn to build a small but functional paas to appreciate the power of the containerized
service approach and continue to explore real world approaches to implementing even larger global
scale services style and approach this in depth learning guide shows you how to deploy your
applications in production using docker from the basic steps to advanced concepts and how to
overcome challenges in docker based infrastructures the book also covers practical use cases in real
world examples and provides tips and tricks on the various topics

Learning Serverless 2020-11-30

serverless is a hot topic many companies today are turning to this cloud computing model as a way
to avoid steep investments in devops while still reliably running production grade systems if you re a
developer with one of these organizations this practical book helps you determine whether serverless
is right for your use case you ll learn what s required to build maintainable and scalable services
using this model author jason katzer director of software engineering at capital one helps you examine
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the integration offerings of each cloud provider and shows you ways to avoid the pitfalls of their
serverless platforms and toolsets pick up this book and discover how serverless frees you from the
tedious task of setting up and maintaining systems in production you ll learn how to handle basic
infrastructure choose the right tools and use serverless in production monitor debug and test your
applications in this environment use serverless patterns and build applications with microservices

Deploying Node.js 2015-06-19

about this book gain comprehensive information on scaling node js both vertically and horizontally in
the cloud and across virtual machines learn how to use gulp mocha chai phantomjs git browserify
docker and other tools to construct a simple fast and intelligent build and deploy system utilize the
easy to understand examples to explore data caching strategies application monitoring tips and
tricks and other professional techniques that are useful for maintaining lightweight fast and robust
applications who this book is for if you are an intermediate or advanced developer deploying your
node js applications then this book is for you if you have already built a node application or module
and want to take your knowledge to the next level this book will help you find your way what you
will learn learn the strengths of node js and how to optimize your code to make it ready for
deployment into production use docker and vagrant to create many virtual instances of your node js
applications deploy node js repositories to the cloud using heroku openshift and digitalocean utilize
native node js modules or nginx to load balance your applications optimize your node runtime by
tweaking v8 managing memory intelligently and using redis to manage state data discover how to use
gulp browserify npm mocha chai sinon and other tools to simplify your build test release process
manage your production deployments with git jenkins and ansible in detail node js is a popular choice
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for teams that need to design build test deploy maintain and monitor large scale distributed systems
starting with a detailed overview of the node js architecture this book covers topics that will help
in application development testing deployment and maintenance you will learn about concurrency
event loops callbacks and streams furthermore step by step instructions on deploying applications
to providers such as digitalocean and heroku will be provided including information on setting up load
balancers and proxies message queues and other techniques for managing state and session data at
scale will also be covered a series of examples on deploying your node js applications in production
environments are provided including a discussion on setting up continuous deployment and integration
for your team popular tools for testing deploying building and monitoring node js applications are
covered helping you get up and running quickly

Cloud Foundry: The Definitive Guide 2017-05-24

how can cloud foundry help you develop and deploy business critical applications and tasks with
velocity this practical guide demonstrates how this open source cloud native application platform
not only significantly reduces the develop to deploy cycle time but also raises the value line for
application operators by changing the way applications and supporting services are deployed and run
learn how cloud foundry can help you improve your product velocity by handling many of essential
tasks required to run applications in production author duncan winn shows devops and operations
teams how to configure and run cloud foundry at scale you ll examine cloud foundry s technical
concepts including how various platform components interrelate and learn how to choose your
underlying infrastructure define the networking architecture and establish resiliency requirements this
book covers cloud native concepts that make the app build test deploy and scale faster how to
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deploy cloud foundry and the bosh release engineering toolchain concepts and components of cloud
foundry s runtime architecture cloud foundry s routing mechanisms and capabilities the platform s
approach to container tooling and orchestration bosh concepts deployments components and
commands basic tools and techniques for debugging the platform recent and soon to emerge features
of cloud foundry

Docker: Up and Running 2023-04-20

a hands on guide that will help you compose package deploy and manage applications with ease key
features get familiar and work with key components of docker learn how to automate ci cd pipeline
using docker and jenkins uncover the top docker interview questions to crack your next interview
description containers are one of the disruptive technologies in it that have fundamentally changed
how software is build shipped and run today if you want to pursue a career as a software engineer or
a devops professional then this book is for you the book starts by introducing docker and teaches
you how to write and run commands in docker the book then explains how to create docker files images
and containers and while doing so you get a stronghold of docker tools like docker images dockerfiles
and docker compose the book will also help you learn how to work with existing container images and
how to build test and ship your containers containing your applications furthermore the book will
help you to deploy and run your containerized applications on kubernetes and in the cloud by the end
of the book you will be able to build and deploy enterprise applications with ease what you will
learn learn how to test and debug containerized applications understand how container
orchestration works in kubernetes monitor your docker container s log using prometheus and grafana
deploy update and scale applications into a kubernetes cluster using different strategies learn how
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to use snyk to scan vulnerabilities in docker who this book is for this book is for system
administrators software engineers devops aspirants application engineers and application developers
table of contents 1 explaining containers and their benefits 2 setting up your environment 3 getting
familiar with containers 4 using existing docker images 5 creating your own docker image 6
demystifying container networking 7 managing complex apps with docker compose 8 testing and
debugging containerized applications 9 establishing an automated build pipeline 10 orchestrating
containers 11 leveraging docker logs to provide insight into your apps 12 enabling zero downtime
deployments 13 securing containers

Smart Client Deployment with ClickOnce 2006-12-27

clickonce demos may look simple but those techniques only work for simple applications brian noyes
gives us the information we need to use clickonce in the real world and he does it with a comprehensive
and organized presentation if you expect your smart client application to move very far beyond hello
world you ll want this book to help you deploy it billy hollis president owner elysian consulting
microsoft regional director once again brian has outdone himself as a writer i tend to be very critical
of all technical publications including my own and it is such a pleasure to read anything brian writes
because he studies his topics well resulting in an accurate thorough yet concise piece of work
clickonce being a new technology that deals with the pains we all have with application deployment
versioning and security it is important to have a text that will guide you through the learning
process give you sound advice for adopting the technology and explain why you should even care
brian gives his readers all of that michele leroux bustamante chief architect idesign microsoft regional
director clickonce is the key to windows and smart client deployment brian s book is the key to
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successfully using clickonce this book walks you through using clickonce from the basics to
advanced scenarios it is an excellent resource rockford lhotka principal technology evangelist
magenic technologies microsoft regional director brian covers clickonce with a view to real world
deployment issues which isobviously based on real world experience in and of itself that is enough
forme to buy the book however it is an even better investment by virtue of thefact that clickonce is a
core part of the net framework for windows forms2 0 now and windows presentation foundation in
the future michael weinhardt sdk programmer writer application model windows presentation
foundation microsoft this book covers the most important ingredient needed for the success of asmart
client application deployment the author s unassuming writing style combined with his in depth
coverage of the topic makes this book an invaluableresource for all serious smart client developers
vishwas lele principal architect applied information sciences microsoft regional director microsoft s
new clickonce auto updating technology can radically simplify application deployment using it net
developers and architects can deliver a powerful smart client experience along with the easy
maintenance of today s best applications microsoft regional director and mvp brian noyes has
unsurpassed experience previewing and teaching clickonce to professional developers in smart client
deployment with clickonce noyes demonstrates exactly how to make the most of clickonce in your
real world enterprise applications noyes covers clickonce design architecture security installation
updates and bootstrapping each with a full case study and detailed sample code this focused concise
book explains how to design client applications for efficient deployment and auto updating perform
application deployments and automatic updates quickly and easily deliver on demand client
application updates deploy prerequisites with the visual studio 2005 bootstrapper take full
control of clickonce s powerful publishing update and security options leverage the visual studio
2005 and net 2 0 platform features that make clickonce possible understand how your application
will behave in the clickonce runtime environment the book s sample code is available for download at
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softinsight com clickoncebook

Getting Started with Streamlit for Data Science 2021-08-20

create deploy and test your python applications analyses and models with ease using streamlit key
features learn how to showcase machine learning models in a streamlit application effectively and
efficiently become an expert streamlit creator by getting hands on with complex application creation
discover how streamlit enables you to create and deploy apps effortlessly book descriptionstreamlit
shortens the development time for the creation of data focused web applications allowing data
scientists to create web app prototypes using python in hours instead of days getting started with
streamlit for data science takes a hands on approach to helping you learn the tips and tricks that
will have you up and running with streamlit in no time you ll start with the fundamentals of
streamlit by creating a basic app and gradually build on the foundation by producing high quality
graphics with data visualization and testing machine learning models as you advance through the
chapters you ll walk through practical examples of both personal data projects and work related
data focused web applications and get to grips with more challenging topics such as using streamlit
components beautifying your apps and quick deployment of your new apps by the end of this book you
ll be able to create dynamic web apps in streamlit quickly and effortlessly using the power of python
what you will learn set up your first development environment and create a basic streamlit app from
scratch explore methods for uploading downloading and manipulating data in streamlit apps create
dynamic visualizations in streamlit using built in and imported python libraries discover strategies for
creating and deploying machine learning models in streamlit use streamlit sharing for one click
deployment beautify streamlit apps using themes streamlit components and streamlit sidebar implement
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best practices for prototyping your data science work with streamlit who this book is for this book
is for data scientists and machine learning enthusiasts who want to create web apps using streamlit
whether you re a junior data scientist looking to deploy your first machine learning project in python
to improve your resume or a senior data scientist who wants to use streamlit to make convincing and
dynamic data analyses this book will help you get there prior knowledge of python programming will
assist with understanding the concepts covered

Deploying Windows 10 2016-02-15

get a head start deploying windows 10 with tips and best practices from experts in the field this guide
shows you how to deploy windows 10 in an automated way without impacting end users by
leveraging system center configuration manager which is the most used product to deploy microsoft
operating systems in the industry today

GitOps and Kubernetes 2021-02-25

gitops and kubernetes teaches you how to use git and the gitops methodology to manage a kubernetes
cluster summary gitops and kubernetes introduces a radical idea managing your infrastructure with
the same git pull requests you use to manage your codebase in this in depth tutorial you ll learn to
operate infrastructures based on powerful but complex technologies such as kubernetes with the
same git version control tools most developers use daily with these gitops techniques and best
practices you ll accelerate application development without compromising on security easily roll
back infrastructure changes and seamlessly introduce new team members to your automation process
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purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning
publications about the technology with gitops you use the git version control system to organize
and manage your infrastructure just like any other codebase it s an excellent model for applications
deployed as containers and pods on kubernetes about the book gitops and kubernetes teaches you how
to use git and the gitops methodology to manage a kubernetes cluster the book interleaves theory
with practice presenting core ops concepts alongside easy to implement techniques so you can put
gitops into action learn to develop pipelines that trace changes roll back mistakes and audit
container deployment what s inside managing secrets the gitops way controlling access with git
kubernetes and pipeline branching namespaces and configuration about the reader for developers and
operations engineers familiar with continuous delivery git and kubernetes about the author billy yuen
alexander matyushentsev todd ekenstam and jesse suen are principal engineers at intuit they are widely
recognized for their work in gitops for kubernetes table of contents part 1 background 1 why gitops
2 kubernetes gitops part 2 patterns processes 3 environment management 4 pipelines 5 deployment
strategies 6 access control security 7 secrets 8 observability part 3 tools 9 argo cd 10 jenkins x
11 flux

Mastering Windows 7 Deployment 2011-03-10

get professional level instruction on windows 7 deployment tools enterprise level operating system
deployment is challenging and requires knowledge of specific tools it is expected that windows 7 will
be extensively deployed in businesses worldwide this comprehensive sybex guide provides thorough
coverage of the microsoft deployment tools that were specifically created for windows 7 preparing
system administrators mis professionals and corporate programmers to tackle the task effectively
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companies worldwide are expected to deploy windows 7 as their enterprise operating system system
administrators and it professionals need comprehensive instruction on microsoft s deployment tools
this complete guide provides clear step by step instruction on planning installing configuring deploying
and troubleshooting deployment methods for each tool covers the microsoft assessment and planning
map toolkit application compatibility toolkit act windows pe windows automated installation kit
waik windows system image manager wsim easy transfer user state migration toolkit usmt windows
deployment services microsoft deployment toolkit 2010 system center configuration manager key
management service and volume activation management tool vamt illustrated with plenty of real
world scenarios mastering windows deployment provides the hands on instruction you need to fully
understand and use each deployment technology

Building Enterprise JavaScript Applications 2018-09-29

strengthen your applications by adopting test driven development tdd the openapi specification
continuous integration ci and container orchestration key featurescreate production grade
javascript applications from scratchbuild microservices and deploy them to a docker container for
scaling applicationstest and deploy your code with confidence using travis cibook description with
the over abundance of tools in the javascript ecosystem it s easy to feel lost build tools package
managers loaders bundlers linters compilers transpilers typecheckers how do you make sense of it all
in this book we will build a simple api and react application from scratch we begin by setting up our
development environment using git yarn babel and eslint then we will use express elasticsearch and
json tokens jwts to build a stateless api service for the front end we will use react redux and
webpack a central theme in the book is maintaining code quality as such we will enforce a test driven
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development tdd process using selenium cucumber mocha sinon and istanbul as we progress through the
book the focus will shift towards automation and infrastructure you will learn to work with
continuous integration ci servers like jenkins deploying services inside docker containers and run them
on kubernetes by following this book you would gain the skills needed to build robust production
ready applications what you will learnpractice test driven development tdd throughout the entire
bookuse cucumber mocha and selenium to write e2e integration unit and ui testsbuild stateless apis
using express and elasticsearchdocument your api using openapi and swaggerbuild and bundle front end
applications using react redux and webpackcontainerize services using dockerdeploying scalable
microservices using kuberneteswho this book is for if you re a javascript developer looking to expand
your skillset and become a senior javascript developer by building production ready web applications
then this book is for you

Docker Containers 2016

negus begins by explaining how containers can overcome development administration and security
problems that virtualization hasn t solved he reviews the current state of containerization and
docker project assesses docker alternatives and helps you decide whether docker is right for your
application next he teaches docker through a series of step by step demonstrations built on the open
source fedora distribution of linux
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Microsoft Windows Desktop Deployment Resource Kit 2005

deploy and manage microsoft windows xp and microsoft office 2003 editions with expertise from well
known windows authority jerry honeycutt this official resource kit packs the in depth information
you need to determine the best deployment path for your organization prepare and test for deployment
automate customize and distribute installations and manage and support your deployment you also
get timesaving scripts worksheets and a searchable ebook on cd everything you need to help maximize
the performance and reliability of your business desktops and help reduce ownership and support costs
get in depth guidance on how to apply best practices for deployment planning identify and resolve
migration and application compatibility issues configure user settings build distribution points and
chain installations plan for and migrate users existing data and settings create disk images and deploy
them using third party tools use remote installation services ris to support clean installations help
automate deployment with systems management server sms deploy critical security and feature
updates with microsoft software update services sus provide multilingual compatibility and enable
support for mobile users automate desktop deployment and management tasks with batch scripts cd
includes scripts worksheets white papers and an ebook get scripts to configure data copy device
drivers join domains list applications run installations migrate users and more plus worksheets for
application compatibility and testing disk imaging distribution methods and shares dynamic updates
master configuration ris planning deployment testing windows xp group policy and more for customers
who purchase an ebook version of this title instructions for downloading the cd files can be found in
the ebook
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Kubernetes - A Complete DevOps Cookbook 2020-03-13

leverage kubernetes and container architecture to successfully run production ready workloads key
featuresimplement kubernetes to orchestrate and scale applications proficientlyleverage the latest
features of kubernetes to resolve common as well as complex problems in a cloud native
environmentgain hands on experience in securing monitoring and troubleshooting your applicationbook
description kubernetes is a popular open source orchestration platform for managing containers in a
cluster environment with this kubernetes cookbook you ll learn how to implement kubernetes using a
recipe based approach the book will prepare you to create highly available kubernetes clusters on
multiple clouds such as amazon services aws google cloud platform gcp azure alibaba and on
premises data centers starting with recipes for installing and configuring kubernetes instances you ll
discover how to work with kubernetes clients services and key metadata you ll then learn how to
build continuous integration continuous delivery ci cd pipelines for your applications and understand
various methods to manage containers as you advance you ll delve into kubernetes integration with
docker and jenkins and even perform a batch process and configure data volumes you ll get to grips
with methods for scaling security monitoring logging and troubleshooting additionally this book
will take you through the latest updates in kubernetes including volume snapshots creating high
availability clusters with kops running workload operators new inclusions around kubectl and more
by the end of this book you ll have developed the skills required to implement kubernetes in production
and manage containers proficiently what you will learndeploy cloud native applications on
kubernetesautomate testing in the devops workflowdiscover and troubleshoot common storage
issuesdynamically scale containerized services to manage fluctuating traffic needsunderstand how to
monitor your containerized devops environmentbuild devsecops into ci cd pipelineswho this book is for
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this kubernetes book is for developers it professionals and devops engineers and teams who want to
use kubernetes to manage scale and orchestrate applications in their organization basic understanding
of kubernetes and containerization is necessary

Continuous Delivery for Mobile with fastlane 2018-02-28

learn continuous deployment and automation with code signing continuous testing building deploying
and releasing of your app key features a practical guide on automating your mobile development
pipeline with fastlane jenkins and slack build test run and deploy your mobile application release with
this end to end guide implement continuous integration delivery and deployment practices to optimize
your application development workflow for faster and efficient release builds book description
competitive mobile apps depend strongly on the development team s ability to deliver successful
releases consistently and often although continuous integration took a more mainstream priority
among the development industry companies are starting to realize the importance of continuity beyond
integration and testing this book starts off with a brief introduction to fastlane a robust command
line tool that enables ios and android developers to automate their releasing workflow the book
then explores and guides you through all of its features and utilities it provides the reader a
comprehensive understanding of the tool and how to implement them themes include setting up and
managing your certificates and provisioning and push notification profiles automating the creation of
apps and managing the app metadata on itunes connect and the apple developer portal and building
distributing and publishing your apps to the app store you will also learn how to automate the
generation of localized screenshots and mesh your continuous delivery workflow into a continuous
integration workflow for a more robust setup by the end of the book you will gain substantial
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knowledge on delivering bug free developer independent and stable application release cycle what you
will learn harness the fastlane tools for the continuous deployment strategy integrate continuous
deployment with existing continuous integration automate upload of screenshots across all device
screen sizes manage push notifications provisioning profiles and code signing certificates orchestrate
automated build and deployments of new versions of your app regulate your testflight users and on
board new testers who this book is for this book is intended for mobile developers who are keen on
incorporating continuous integration and deployment practices in their workflow

Beginning Django 2017-10-27

discover the django web application framework and get started building python based web
applications this book takes you from the basics of django all the way through to cutting edge
topics such as creating restful applications beginning django also covers ancillary but essential
development topics including configuration settings static resource management logging debugging and
email along with material on data access with sql queries you ll have all you need to get up and
running with django 1 11 lts which is compatible with python 2 and python 3 once you ve built your
web application you ll need to be the admin so the next part of the book covers how to enforce
permission management with users and groups this technique allows you to restrict access to urls
and content giving you total control of your data in addition you ll work with and customize the
django admin site which provides access to a django project s data after reading and using this book
you ll be able to build a django application top to bottom and be ready to move on to more advanced
or complex django application development what you ll learn get started with the django framework
use django views class based views urls middleware forms templates and jinja templates take
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advantage of django models including model relationships migrations queries and forms leverage the
django admin site to get access to the database used by a django project deploy django rest services
to serve as the data backbone for mobile iot and saas systems who this book is for python developers
new to the django web application development framework and web developers new to python and
django

Learning AWS 2018-02-01

discover techniques and tools for building serverless applications with aws key features get well
versed with building and deploying serverless apis with microservices learn to build distributed
applications and microservices with aws step functions a step by step guide that will get you up and
running with building and managing applications on the aws platform book description amazon services
aws is the most popular and widely used cloud platform administering and deploying application on
aws makes the applications resilient and robust the main focus of the book is to cover the basic
concepts of cloud based development followed by running solutions in aws cloud which will help the
solutions run at scale this book not only guides you through the trade offs and ideas behind efficient
cloud applications but is a comprehensive guide to getting the most out of aws in the first section
you will begin by looking at the key concepts of aws setting up your aws account and operating it
this guide also covers cloud service models which will help you build highly scalable and secure
applications on the aws platform we will then dive deep into concepts of cloud computing with s3
storage rds and ec2 next this book will walk you through vpc building realtime serverless
environments and deploying serverless apis with microservices finally this book will teach you to
monitor your applications and automate your infrastructure and deploy with cloudformation by the
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end of this book you will be well versed with the various services that aws provides and will be able
to leverage aws infrastructure to accelerate the development process what you will learn set up
your aws account and get started with the basic concepts of aws learn about aws terminology and
identity access management acquaint yourself with important elements of the cloud with features
such as computing elb and vpc back up your database and ensure high availability by having an
understanding of database related services in the aws cloud integrate aws services with your
application to meet and exceed non functional requirements create and automate infrastructure to
design cost effective highly available applications who this book is for if you are an i t professional
or a system architect who wants to improve infrastructure using aws then this book is for you it is
also for programmers who are new to aws and want to build highly efficient scalable applications

OpenStack in Action 2016-04-10

summary openstack in action offers the real world use cases and step by step instructions you can
take to develop your own cloud platform from from inception to deployment this book guides you
through the design of both the physical hardware cluster and the infrastructure services you ll need
to create a custom cloud platform purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and
epub formats from manning publications about the technology openstack is an open source framework
that lets you create a private or public cloud platform on your own physical servers you build
custom infrastructure platform and software services without the expense and vendor lock in
associated with proprietary cloud platforms like amazon services and microsoft azure with an
openstack private cloud you can get increased security more control improved reliability and lower
costs about the book openstack in action offers real world use cases and step by step instructions
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on how to develop your own cloud platform this book guides you through the design of both the
physical hardware cluster and the infrastructure services you ll need you ll learn how to select and
set up virtual and physical servers how to implement software defined networking and technical
details of designing deploying and operating an openstack cloud in your enterprise you ll also
discover how to best tailor your openstack deployment for your environment finally you ll learn
how your cloud can offer user facing software and infrastructure services what s inside develop and
deploy an enterprise private cloud private cloud technologies from an it perspective organizational
impact of self service cloud computing about the reader no prior knowledge of openstack or cloud
development is assumed about the author cody bumgardner is the chief technology architect at a
large university where he is responsible for the architecture deployment and long term strategy of
openstack private clouds and other cloud computing initiatives table of contents part 1 getting
started introducing openstack taking an openstack test drive learning basic openstack operations
understanding private cloud building blocks part 2 walking through a manual deployment walking
through a controller deployment walking through a networking deployment walking through a block
storage deployment walking through a compute deployment part 3 building a production environment
architecting your openstack deploying ceph automated ha openstack deployment with fuel cloud
orchestration using openstack

Hands-On Microservices with Node.Js 2018-06-29

learn essential microservices concepts while developing scalable applications with express docker
kubernetes and docker swarm using node 10 key features write clean and maintainable code with
javascript for better microservices development dive into the node js ecosystem and build scalable
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microservices with seneca hydra and express js develop smart efficient and fast enterprise grade
microservices implementation book description microservices enable us to develop software in small
pieces that work together but can be developed separately this is one reason why enterprises have
started embracing them for the past few years node js has emerged as a strong candidate for
developing microservices because of its ability to increase your productivity and the performance of
your applications hands on microservices with node js is an end to end guide on how to dismantle your
monolithic application and embrace the microservice architecture right from architecting your services
and modeling them to integrating them into your application we ll develop and deploy these
microservices using docker scalability is an important factor to consider when adding more
functionality to your application and so we delve into various solutions such as docker swarm and
kubernetes to scale our microservices testing and deploying these services while scaling is a real
challenge we ll overcome this challenge by setting up deployment pipelines that break up application
build processes in several stages later on we ll take a look at serverless architecture for our
microservices and its benefits against traditional architecture finally we share best practices and
several design patterns for creating efficient microservices what you will learn learn microservice
concepts explore different service architectures such as hydra and seneca understand how to use
containers and the process of testing use docker and swarm for continuous deployment and scaling
learn how to geographically spread your microservices deploy a cloud native microservice to an
online provider keep your microservice independent of online providers who this book is for this book is
for javascript developers seeking to utilize their skills to build microservices and move away from the
monolithic architecture prior knowledge of node js is assumed
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The Definitive Guide to Grails 2009-02-19

the rise of ruby on rails has signified a huge shift in how we build web applications today it is a
fantastic framework with a growing community there is however space for another such framework
that integrates seamlessly with java thousands of companies have invested in java and these same
companies are losing out on the benefits of a rails like framework enter grails grails is not just a
rails clone it aims to provide a rails like environment that is more familiar to java developers and
employs idioms that java developers are comfortable using making the adjustment in mentality to a
dynamic framework less of a jump the concepts within grails like interceptors tag libs and groovy
server pages gsp make those in the java community feel right at home grails foundation is on solid open
source technologies such as spring hibernate and sitemesh which gives it even more potential in the java
space spring provides powerful inversion of control and mvc hibernate brings a stable mature object
relational mapping technology with the ability to integrate with legacy systems and sitemesh handles
flexible layout control and page decoration grails complements these with additional features that
take advantage of the coding by convention paradigm such as dynamic tag libraries grails object
relational mapping groovy server pages and scaffolding graeme rocher grails lead and founder and jeff
brown bring you completely up to date with their authoritative and fully comprehensive guide to the
grails framework you ll get to know all the core features services and grails extensions via plug ins
and understand the roles that groovy and grails are playing in the changing
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Kubernetes Handbook 2018-08-02

what kubernetes does and how after working in the technology and consulting ecosystem for the last
10 years i am a huge supporter of simplification while i understood the whole concept of
containerization and automating the deployment i wanted to explain the bunch of newly recruited
technology consultants in our team that how actually it s used and deployed so the logical topics
to be explained with examples were the background of it why we needed this system in first place how
kubernetes operates the nuts and bolts of the system how it is deployed best practices if these things
are clear with examples then we can operate with confidence and manage the project well so here it is
all our discussions are formulated in a book to help you people to take your respective agenda ahead
in your current role with conviction the book has been written in a simple easy to comprehend
language and can be used by non programmers project managers business consultants or any other
persons with an interest in kubernetes so move ahead with your continuous development journey with
this new book and as i mentioned earlier let s simplify the discussions around

Joy of Agility 2023-02-07

agility enables you your team and your organization to streamline slow and awkward actions
overcome obstacles quickly and adapt to change with ease and grace agility isn t a formula a
framework nor a set of roles and rituals to follow it s a timeless way of being that matures with
practice and skill becoming agile involves knowing the difference between being quick or hurrying moving
with ease or difficulty being in or out of balance graceful or awkward adaptable or rigid resourceful
or resentful with joy of agility joshua kerievsky ceo of industrial logic one of the oldest and most
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respected agile consultancies in the world shows you how to harness agility in work and life to
solve problems and succeed sooner kerievsky shares six essential agile mantras plus unforgettable
real world stories of agile people and teams that will empower you to be quick adaptable and
resourceful in the face of challenges and opportunities learn how to distinguish between being quick
and hurrying gain better balance and collaborate gracefully with others prepare and practice being
poised to adapt take deliberate steps to drive out fear grow a solution by starting minimal and
evolving overcome obstacles by being readily resourceful use the lessons learned in joy of agility to
transform agility from a mere buzzword into an approach that helps you obtain triumphant results

Web Application Development with Streamlit 2022-08-27

transition from a back end developer to a full stack developer with knowledge of all the dimensions
of web application development namely front end back end and server side software this book provides
a comprehensive overview of streamlit allowing developers and programmers of all backgrounds to
get up to speed in as little time as possible streamlit is a pure python web framework that will bridge
the skills gap and shorten development time from weeks to hours this book walks you through the
complete cycle of web application development from an introductory to advanced level with
accompanying source code and resources you will be exposed to developing basic intermediate and
sophisticated user interfaces and subsequently you will be acquainted with data visualization
database systems application security and cloud deployment in streamlit in a market with a surplus
demand for full stack developers this skill set could not possibly come at a better time in one
sentence streamlit is a means for the empowerment of developers everywhere and all stand to gain
from it what you ll learn mutate big data in real time visualize big data interactively implement web
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application security and privacy protocols deploy streamlit web applications to the cloud using
streamlit linux and windows servers who is this book for developers with solid programming experience
wanting to learn streamlit back end developers looking to upskill and transition to become a full
stack developers those who wish to learn and become more acquainted with data visualization
database systems security and cloud deployment with steamlit

Flight 1961

start deploying managing and scaling containerized applications into aws container infrastructure
using docker on amazon ec2 amazon elastic container service ecs and aws elastic kubernetes service
eks this step by step practical book will cover all the available container services on aws and
review the usage of each one based on your required scale and cost further you will see how to set
up each environment and finally deploy manage and scale containerized applications on each one in the
chapter about elastic kubernetes service eks you will learn the process of building and managing
kubernetes clusters on aws and see how to provision hosts in a matter of minutes while deploying
containers in seconds and making them available globally deploy containers on aws shows you how
to get started with aws container offerings and manage production or test environments of
containerized applications using a hands on approach with step by step instructions what you will
learndeploy and manage containers with docker on amazon ec2store and retrieve container images
using the amazon ec2 container registryorchestrate containers with amazon elastic container service
ecs run kubernetes managed infrastructure on aws eks monitor manage back up and restore containers
on aws who this book is fordevelopers cloud and systems administrators and architects
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Deploy Containers on AWS 2019-10-15

this work focuses on teaching and activating gods angelic force it explains the role angels play in the
lives of believers and presents understanding of scripture regarding these powerful beings and their
assignment to the heirs of salvation god has given his believers and church prevailing help this book
illuminates the paramount function of angels who are the most powerful force in the supernatural
world other than the lord jesus they work on behalf of believers to help fulfill destiny
simultaneously angelic support is available for daily victorious living and for maintaining hope
during ongoing challenges this book expounds on these truths discern deploy the heir force written for
personal study also includes chapter questions and written assessments for groups in addition it is
complete with declarations and prayers that activate angelic activity in the lives of believers

Discern & Deploy the “Heir” Force 2017-10-24

build and deploy machine learning and deep learning models in production with end to end examples this
book begins with a focus on the machine learning model deployment process and its related challenges
next it covers the process of building and deploying machine learning models using different web
frameworks such as flask and streamlit a chapter on docker follows and covers how to package and
containerize machine learning models the book also illustrates how to build and train machine learning
and deep learning models at scale using kubernetes the book is a good starting point for people who
want to move to the next level of machine learning by taking pre built models and deploying them into
production it also offers guidance to those who want to move beyond jupyter notebooks to training
models at scale on cloud environments all the code presented in the book is available in the form of
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python scripts for you to try the examples and extend them in interesting ways you will build train
and deploy machine learning models at scale using kubernetes containerize any kind of machine learning
model and run it on any platform using docker deploy machine learning and deep learning models using
flask and streamlit frameworks

The Mobility Forum 1995

build full stack applications with simple to use yet powerful javascript technologies and host
everything in the cloud in an economic and agile way this book contains an all encompassing
presentation of theory reference and implementation for building three tier architectures data layer
mongodb service layer express node js and presentation layer angular learn how to architect develop
test secure deploy and manage a restful service in depth coverage of npm modules like express async joi
helmet jwt simple supertest mongodb and more utilize mocha fiddler and selenium

Deploy Machine Learning Models to Production 2021

systems of record sors are engines that generates value for your business systems of engagement soe
are always evolving and generating new customer centric experiences and new opportunities to
capitalize on the value in the systems of record the highest value is gained when systems of record and
systems of engagement are brought together to deliver insight systems of insight soi monitor and
analyze what is going on with various behaviors in the systems of engagement and information being
stored or transacted in the systems of record sois seek new opportunities risks and operational
behavior that needs to be reported or have action taken to optimize business outcomes systems of
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insight are at the core of the digital experience which tries to derive insights from the enormous
amount of data generated by automated processes and customer interactions systems of insight can
also provide the ability to apply analytics and rules to real time data as it flows within
throughout and beyond the enterprise applications databases mobile social internet of things to gain
the wanted insight deriving this insight is a key step toward being able to make the best decisions and
take the most appropriate actions examples of such actions are to improve the number of satisfied
clients identify clients at risk of leaving and incentivize them to stay loyal identify patterns of risk
or fraudulent behavior and take action to minimize it as early as possible and detect patterns of
behavior in operational systems and transportation that lead to failures delays and maintenance and
take early action to minimize risks and costs ibm operational decision manager is a decision management
platform that provides capabilities that support both event driven insight patterns and business rule
driven scenarios it also can easily be used in combination with other ibm analytics solutions as the
detailed examples will show ibm operational decision manager advanced along with complementary ibm
software offerings that also provide capability for systems of insight provides a way to deliver the
greatest value to your customers and your business ibm operational decision manager advanced brings
together data from different sources to recognize meaningful trends and patterns it empowers business
users to define manage and automate repeatable operational decisions as a result organizations can
create and shape customer centric business moments this ibm redbooks publication explains the key
concepts of systems of insight and how to implement a system of insight solution with examples it is
intended for it architects and professionals who are responsible for implementing a systems of insights
solution requiring event based context pattern detection and deterministic decision services to enhance
other analytics solution components with ibm operational decision manager advanced
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Full-Stack JavaScript Development 2016-08-09

discover how the ng ran architecture is and isn t ready for the challenges introduced by 5g 5g radio
access network architecture the dark side of 5g explores foundational and advanced topics in radio
access network ran architecture and why a re thinking of that architecture is necessary to support
new 5g requirements the distinguished engineer and editor sasha sirotkin has included numerous works
written by industry insiders with state of the art research at their disposal the book explains the
relevant standards and technologies from an academic perspective but also explains why particular
standards decisions were made and how a variety of ng ran architecture options could be deployed in
real life networks all major standards and technologies associated with the ng ran architecture are
discussed in this book including 3gpp o ran small cell forum ieee and ietf readers will learn about how
a re design of the ran architecture would ensure that 5g networks can deliver their promised
throughput and low latency kpis consistently and sustainably the book is structured as follows an
overview of the market drivers of the ng ran architecture like spectrum models 5g relevant
regulatory considerations and 5g radio interface technical requirements an overview of the 5g
system from the core network to the ran to the radio interface protocols and physical layer with
emphasis on how these are different compared to 4g release 15 ran architectures defined in 3gpp o ran
and small cell forum ran architecture evolution in release 16 and release 17 enabling technologies
like virtualization open source technologies multi access edge mec computing and operations
administration and management oam ng ran deployment considerations objectives and challenges like
costs spectrum and radio propagation considerations and coverage perfect for network designers and
operators who require a solid understanding of the ng ran architecture 5g radio access network
architecture also belongs on the bookshelves of network engineers who aim to increase their
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understanding of the standards and technologies relevant to the ng ran architecture

Systems of Insight for Digital Transformation: Using IBM
Operational Decision Manager Advanced and Predictive Analytics
2015-12-03

the asp net mvc 5 framework is the latest evolution of microsoft s asp net web platform it provides
a high productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture test driven
development and powerful extensibility combined with all the benefits of asp net asp net mvc 5
contains a number of advances over previous versions including the ability to define routes using c
attributes and the ability to override filters the user experience of building mvc applications has also
been substantially improved the new more tightly integrated visual studio 2013 ide has been created
specifically with mvc application development in mind and provides a full suite of tools to improve
development times and assist in reporting debugging and deploying your code the popular bootstrap
javascript library has also now been included natively within mvc 5 providing you the developer with
a wider range of multi platform css and html5 options than ever before without the penalty of having
to load in third party libraries

5G Radio Access Network Architecture 2020-12-07

design and build the new desktop service from microsoft this book offers a modern framework design
methodology and best practices of design and deployment for virtual apps and desktops microsoft
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azure virtual desktop avd is a desktop as a service daas which is simple to deploy accessible from any
device easy to manage and secure the book starts with avd essentials and its critical features
followed by the planning and method of preparing for avd you will go through defining the
requirements and assessing by setting the avd application baseline network requirements and security
requirements next you will learn how to design and deploy the core infrastructure of microsoft avd
to understand its access layer control layer resource layer hosting layer and user layer you will
also learn how to design the desktop and host pool of avd and you will learn the modern way to
manage and secure avd components after reading this book you will have the right blend of knowledge
and skills to set up and run the azure cloud based virtual desktop and virtual applications you will
understand the key design and deployment essentials of avd plan gather requirements and assess for
avd design and deploy core infrastructure of microsoft avd integrate with profile and personalization
management monitor and secure azure virtual desktops

Pro ASP.NET MVC 5 2014-02-28

regain site control with macromedia s hot new content management tool contribute the cd rom
includes all the lessons you ll need to complete the book s projects

U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings 1888
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United States Naval Institute Proceedings 1888

Psychological and Psychosocial Consequences of Combat and
Deployment with Special Emphasis on the Gulf War 2001

Design and Deploy Microsoft Azure Virtual Desktop 2022

Design and Deploy Websites with Macromedia Dreamweaver MX
2004 and Contribute 3 2005
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